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Meet ten year old Daniela as she travels back in time to 450 BC Persia in search of Queen Esther.

Find out how she meets Queen Esther and her cousin, Mordecai. Learn how Esther becomes

Queen of Persia and takes Daniela to live in the palace.  Join in the adventure of palace life,

including serving under the first maidservant to the queen, while learning palace rules. Share in the

story of how Daniela learns important life lessons from Queen Esther.
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Kathie - just finished reading Daniela and loved it! Wish I had a group of young ladiesI could read it

to or get it for - wish I had read this when I was a 10 yr old and loved books.Where were you when I

needed you back then? I would have made better choices in my ownlife if I had read this long ago! I

really really liked Esther's explanation of "courage" on page 69 -"doing what is right, even if it isn't

popular, or if a cost is involved" - a cost is always involvedjust not always visible. Thank you for the

wise advice and insight you have put into this story,and it's good for all ages not just 10 yr

olds!Thanks Kathie!Ruth Spyker

As I read Daniela, I though about how clear it was to understand the book of Esther in a new,

contemporary and refreshing way. I have three grand children in school and I'm going to get them a

copy to read. This will deepen their understanding of the book of Esther and how to apply scripture



to their lives. Highly recommended.

A great story to prepare young girls with the virtues they need to grow into courageous, loyal and

gracious young women. Great job, Mom!

What a wonderful way to see the world and the Bible through a 10yr old's eyes for adults and what a

unique way for 10yr olds to meet a biblical persona.

Loved this book and can't wait to read it to my daughters when they are older! Will be sharing with

others for sure!

Daniela 
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